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Abstract. Experimentation plays a fundamental role in scientific discovery. Scientists experiment to gather data, 
investigate phenomena, measure quantities, and test theories. In this article, we address the problem of designing 
experiments to discriminate between two completing theories. Given an initial situation for which the two theories 
make the same prediction, the experiment design problem is to determine how to modify the situation such that 
the two theories make different predictions for the modified situation. The modified situation is called a discrimina- 
tion experiment. We present a knowledge-intensive method called OEEI3 for designing discrimination experiments. 
The method analyzes the differences in the two theories' explanations of the prediction for the initial situation. 
Based on this analysis, it determines modifications to the initial situation that will result in a discrimination experi- 
ment. We illustrate the method with the design of experiments to discriminate between several pairs of qualitative 
theories in the fluids domain. 
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1. Introduction 

Experimentation, the purposeful interaction with the world to obtain additional informa- 
tion, plays a fundamental role in scientific discovery. Scientists experiment to gather data, 
investigate phenomena, measure quantities, and test theories. Experimentation is a complex 
process involving several interrelated activities such as design, instrumentation, measure- 
ment, and data interpretation. This article addresses the design of  a specific class of ex- 
periments, called discrimination experiments, which discriminate between two competing 
theories. 

Given an initial situation for which the two competing theories make the same prediction 
Pt,  the experiment design problem is to determine how to modify the situation into one 
in which the two theories will make different predictions Pt and P2.~ The modified situa- 
tion is a discrimination experiment. In particular, we wish to examine this experiment design 
problem when a) the number of  modifications to a situation is large, and b) prediction 
is expensive. With these constraints, a simple brute-force search of the space of  possible 
modifications to the initial situation for a discrimination experiment is clearly inappropriate. 

Instead, in this article, we propose a knowledge-intensive method for designing discrimina- 
tion experiments, called DEED (for the design of discrimination experiments based upon 
explanation differences). Since the design of discrimination experiments is, in general, 
difficult, the method makes two simplifying assumptions: 1) the given initial situation is 
such that, though the two theories make the same prediction, the reasoning leading to the 
prediction (or the explanation) is different, and 2) the differences between the two theories 
are few. The DEED method analyzes the differences in the two theories' explanations of 
the prediction for the initial situation. Based on this analysis, it determines how to modify 
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the initial situation into a discrimination experiment. The first assumption ensures that 
the method will find some differences between the two explanations. The second assump- 
tion simplifies the analysis of the two explanations and the search for modifications to the 
initial situation. 

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. The next section describes our rep- 
resentation of theories, situations, predictions, and explanations. The third section presents 
the DEED method for designing discrimination experiments. Finally, the last section dis- 
cusses related work on experiment design and some conclusions. 

2. Knowledge representation 

We use a causal qualitative representation, Qualitative Process (QP) theory 2 (Forbus, 1984), 
to model physical domains. 3 In this representation, continuous-valued properties of domain 
objects and their interactions, such as temperature and pressure, are called quantities. There 
are two types of causal relations between quantities: 1) Qualitative Proportionality. q t is 
qualitatively proportional to qz, denoted by q 1 °~Q_+qz, if q t is monotonic increasing or 
decreasing in its dependence on q2. For example, the acceleration of an object is 
qualitatively proportional to the force on it; when the force is increasing, steady, or decreas- 
ing, the acceleration is also increasing, steady, or decreasing, respectively. 2) Direct In- 
fluence, ql is directly influenced by q2, denoted by 1_+ [ql ,  q2], if the derivative of ql 
equals qz, assuming there are no other influences on q~. For example, the velocity of an 
object is positively influenced by its acceleration; when the acceleration is positive, zero, 
or negative, the velocity is increasing, steady, or decreasing, respectively. 

Domain objects and their interactions are represented by rules. The left-hand side of 
a rule specifies either an object or the conditions under which an interaction occurs, and 
the right-hand side of the rule describes the qualitative causal relations that hold for the 
object or interaction. Figure 1A shows a simple qualitative theory for fluids. The rules 
describe physical objects, contained liquids, evaporation, liquid flow, and heat flow. For 
example, the rule for evaporation states that, when a contained liquid is exposed and the 
pressure of its vapor is less than the saturation vapor pressure for the liquid, evaporation 
occurs, resulting in a decreasing influence on the evaporating liquid's amount 4 at a rate 
that is qualitatively proportional to the vapor pressure. 

The analysis of a domain situation is performed in three steps. In the first step, the do- 
main theory rules are applied to the situation to determine the causal relations that hold. 
In the second step, since both types of causal relations--qualitative proportionalities and 
direct influences--specify partial influences, the total influence on a quantity is determined 
by combining all the causal relations affecting it. For example, the amount of water in a 
tank may be directly influenced by the rates of an inflow of water into the tank and an 
outflow of water from the tank: 

(I+ (amount-of tank-water)in-flow-rate) and 

( I -  amount-of  tank-water) out-flow-rate). 
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A) A Qualitative Theory for the Fluids Domain: 
(physob ?obj): (physob ?obj) --~ (temp ?obj) ~o+ (heat ?obj) 
(CL ?subst ?can): 

?cI=(CL ?subst ?can) --> (physob ?cl) ^ (level ?cl) =Q+ (amount-of ?cl) ^ (pressure ?d) ~Q+ (level ?cl) 
(evaporation ?evatPliq): 

?evap-liq=(CL ?subst ?can) ^ (exposed ?evap-liq) ^ (pressure (CG ?subst ?can)) < saturation-vapor-pressure 
--~ ?evap-rate=(rate (evaporation ?evap-liq)) ^ ?evap-rate > 0 
^ ?evap-rate =Q. (pressure (CG ?subst ?can))-^ (I- (amount-of ?evap-liq) ?evap-rate)) 

(liquid-flow ?src ?dst ?path): 
?src=(CL ?subst ?can) ^ ?dst=(CL ?subst ?can) ^ (path ?path) ^ (connects ?p~th ?src ?dst) 
^ (flow-aligned ?path) ^ (pressure ?src) > (pressure ?dst) 

--~ ?flow-rate=(rate (liquid-flow ?src ?dst ?path)) ^ ?flow-rate > 0 .,, flow-rate =Q, (pressure ?sin) 
^ flow-rate ~Q. (pressure ?dst) ^ (I- (amount-of ?sin) ?flow-rate) ^ (1+ (amount-of ?dst) ?flow-rate) 

(heat-flow ?src ?dst ?path): 
(physob ?sin) ^ (physob ?dst) ^ (path ?path) ^ (heat-conducts ?path ?src ?dst) ^ (temp ?src) > (temp ?dst) 

--> ?hf-rate=(rate (heat-flow ?src ?dst ?path)) ^ ?hf-rate • 0 ^ ?hf-rate ~Q+ (temp ?sin) 
^ ?hf-rate =Q. (temp ?dst) ^ (I- (heat ?sin) ?hf-rate) ^ (1+ (heat ?dst) ?M-rate) 

B) A Domain Situation: 

Vapor Can 
Ice ~ 

woL.~ode/Tnn :od - ' ~  Water 

D) An Explanat ion:  
(level cl0) = dec 

( a m t - o f ~ c ~ A 2  

C) The Representat ion of the Domain Situation: 

(CL water can) 
(CG water can) 
(physob ice-block) 
(path wooden-rod) 
(exposed (CL water can)) 
(connects wooden-rod ice-block (CLwater can)) 
(temp (CL water can)) ~ (temp ice-block) 
(pressure (CG water can)) < saturation-vapor-pressure 

Key: 
do = (CL water can) 
cg o = (CG water can) 
evap-rateo = (rate (evaporation do)) 
sv-press = saturation-vapor-pressure 
At= CWA{(amt-of Oo): H(amt-of clo), svap-rateo] } 
A~= CWA{(Ievel do): (Met do) =Q+ (amt-of Cto)} 
amt-of = amount-of 
press = pressure 

Figure I. A) A qualitative theory for fluids. Rules defining physical objects, contained liquids, evaporation, liquid 
flow, and heat flow are shown. B) A situation in which an ice block is connected by a wooden rod to some water 
in a can. C) The representation of the situation. D) An explanation for the prediction that the level of the water 
in the can is decreasing. 

The two rates must  be  combined  to determine the total inf luence  on the amount .  I f  the 

rate of inflow is greater than,  equal to, or  less than that of  the outflow, the total inf luence 
on  the amoun t  is positive, zero, or  negative, respectively. 

In  the third step, inference rules are applied to determine the qualitative changes ( i n - 
c r e a s i n g, d e c r e a s i n g, or  s t e a d y) in the value of each quantity. Two such inference 
rules are 

I f  the total direct inf luence  on  a quant i ty  is positive, the value of the quanti ty is 
increasing. 
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If a quantity ql is qualitatively proportional to a quantity q2, if the value of q2 is 
increasing, and if no other quantities affect q 1, then the value of q 1 is increasing. 

Since the inferences are made from partial causal relations, they are based upon closed- 
worm assumptions (cwa) that explicitly state the conditions under which the inferences 
hold. We specify a closed-world assumption by listing all the partial causal relations on 
which the inference depends. For the above example involving the tank water, if the inflow 
rate is greater than the outflow rate, the total influence on the amount of the tank water 
is positive. Accordingly, based upon the first inference rule above, the amount can be in- 
ferred to be increasing, and this inference is based upon the closed-world assumption: 

CWA { ( amo u n t - o f tank-water) : 
(I+ (amount-of  tank-water) in-flow-rate), 
( I -  (amount-of  tank-water) out-flow rate)} 

which states that the two listed direct influences are the only influences on the amount 
of tank water that were considered in making the inference. 

Figure 1B shows a simple situation drawn from the fluids domain in which a block of 
ice is connected by a wooden rod to some water in an open can. Figure 1C shows the rep- 
resentation of this situation and the initial conditions. The application of the domain theory 
rules and the inference rules to the situation results in predictions such as that the level 
of water in the can is decreasing. Figure 1D shows a causal explanation for this prediction, 
which describes how it was derived from the given situational facts and two closed-world 
assumptions, A1 and A2. The explanation states that since the water in the can is exposed 
and its vapor is unsaturated, evaporation occurs, resulting in a negative influence on its 
amount. Since there are no other influences on the amount (the closed-world assumption 
A1) and the rate of evaporation is positive, ~ the amount is decreasing. The level of the water 
is qualitatively proportional to its amount. Since there are no other causal relations influ- 
encing the level (the clo~ed-world assumptions A2), it too is decreasing. 

3. The DEED Method 

The DEED method determines how to modify a given initial situation into a discrimination 
experiment. A situation may be modified by adding or removing objects, changing their 
configuration, or specifying new initial conditions. Examples of these modifications to the 
situation shown in figure 1B are adding a tank of water or removing the ice block, closing 
the can or breaking the path connecting the ice block and the water, and making the initial 
vapor pressure equal to the saturation vapor pressure. 

Let T 1 and T2 be the two competing theories, P1 the common prediction for the initial 
situation, and E1 and E 2 the two theories' explanations of this prediction. In the discrimina- 
tion experiment, let theory T1 continue to make the prediction P1, while theory T2 makes 
a different prediction P2- Let E~ and E~ be the explanations of the predictions P1 and P2 
(for the modified situation) constructed by theories T~ and T2, respectively. 
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A method for designing discrimination experiments must select features of the initial 
situation that are to be modified and must decide how to modify the selected features. The 
DEED method determines suitable features and the modifications to them by examining the 
explanations for the common prediction in the initial situation. The method addresses two 
questions: a) How can the explanations E1 and E2 be modified simultaneously to generate 
the explanations E{ and E~? b) How can the initial situation be modified so that the modi- 
fications to the explanations work? By analyzing the differences between explanations E 1 
and E 2, the method determines how to modify them to generate the explanations E~' and 
E~. The modifications to the explanations determine which features of the situation are 
to be modified and how they are to be modified. 

In the following subsections, we present an example, define the operators for modifying 
explanations, present the steps of the DEED method, and discuss its limitations. 

3.1. An example 

The theory for the fluids domain shown in figure 1A is incorrect because it fails to predict 
that the water's temperature is decreasing in the situation shown in figure lB. Consider 
four revisions to the theory that will allow this prediction to be made: 

-~2: Adding I - [ ( h e a t ? e v a p - I i q) ,  ? e v a p - r a t e ] to the evaporation rule. During evap- 
oration, the heat of the evaporating liquid is conjectured to be negatively influenced 
by the rate of evaporation. 

J~f~: Replacing (conducts-heat  ?path ?src ?d i s t )  by (connects ?path ?src ?d i s t )  
in the heat flow rule. A path connecting two physical objects at different temperatures 
is conjectured to be sufficient for a heat flow to occur; properties of the material of 
the path (e.g., conductivity) are irrelevant. 

J~3: Adding (tempe rat u re ?evap- I i q) OCa+ (amount -of  ?evap- I i q) to the evapora- 
tion rule. During evaporation, the temperature of the evaporating liquid is conjectured 
to be qualitatively proportional to its amount. 

.7-/4: Adding (tempe r a t u r e ? c I ) ~x Q+ (amou n t - o f ? c I ) to the contained-liquid rule. The 
temperature of a liquid contained in a vessel is conjectured to be qualitatively propor- 
tional to its amount. 

The application of these four hypothesized revisions to the original theory of figure 1A 
yields four competing theories: Tzq, T ~  z, T.%, and T~c 4 (formed under the hypotheses 
~1, ~2, -7r3, and ~4, respectively). 

All four theories predict that, for the situation shown in figure 1B, the water in the can 
evaporates, causing the water's amount and level to decrease (figure 1D). In addition, all 
four theories also predict that the water's tempertaure is decreasing. 6 The four explanations, 
El, E2, E3, and E4, for this prediction are shown in figure 2.7 Theory T_Tr2 predicts that 
a heat flow from the contained water to the ice block through the connecting wooden rod 
occurs, causing the water's heat and temperature to decrease. The three other theories do 
not predict a heat flow, since they require the wooden rod to be heat conducting. Instead, 
they explain the decrease in the water's temperature as an effect of its evaporation. Theory 
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(tamp clo) = dec 

(heat ~ o ) - ~ ~  A2 

(press ~o) < s ~  
(~=,~o) =o 

(ternp clo) = de~ 

(heat ,C~o) = ~ ~  A2 
T (~mp d 0) ~Q+ (heat do) 

I-[(heat Clo}, ~ 

[ H2: ( . . . . .  CIS W-r(xl ice do) ~ / \N (p~'ysob C~O) 

(ternp do) • (temp ice) ~ 
| 

do 

E2 

(temp clo) = dec 

~.o 
: ~ (amt-of do) 

I-[(amt-of ~ 

(press Cgo) < sv-press) I ~ 
(exposea j <do) ~clo 

(temp clo) = dec 

(amt-of do) = ~ ~  A5 

, / ! 
(press cg0) < sv-press) ] ~ o  

(exCised dd ~o 

E~ 

Key: 

AI= CWA((heat c/0): I-[(heat elo), e v a p - r a ~ o ] )  

A2= CWA((temp clo): (temp clo) c<q+ (heat clo)) 
%= CWA((heat clo): ~-[(h.t clo), V-~a~o]) 
A4= CWA((a~t-o~ ~lo): ~-[(amt-o~ ~lo), ~ P - ~ o ] )  
A~= CWA((temp el0): (ternp clo) ocq+ (amt-of clo)) 

Figure 2. The four explanations E~, E2, E3, and E4 constructed by the four theories T.7¢1 , T~2, T2c~, and T~4 , 
respectively, for why the water's temperature is decreasing. 

T~1 predicts that the water's heat is decreasing as a direct effect of its evaporation, since 
evaporation is conjectured to negatively influence an evaporating liquid's heat. Theory T:z 6 
predicts that the decrease in the water's amount due to its evaporation causes its temperature 
to decrease also, since the temperature of an evaporating liquid is conjectured to be quali- 
tatively proportional to its amount. Finally, theory T_Te 4 predicts that the decrease in the 
water's amount due to its evaporation causes its temperature to decrease also, since the 
temperature of a contained liquid is conjectured to be qualitatively proportional to its amount. 

Consider the problem of designing experiments to discriminate between theories T ~  1 
and T~/2. Since, for the initial situation (figure 1B), both theories predict that the water's 
temperature is decreasing, modifications to the initial situation are desired such that, for 
the modified situation, one theory will predict that the temperature is decreasing, while 
the other will predict that it remains steady (or is increasing). The initial situation may 
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be modified in many ways: the water may be covered, the ice block may be replaced by 
a wooden block, the wooden rod may be removed, more water may be added, and so forth. 
An examination of the initial situation alone does not determine which of these modifica- 
tions will result in a discrimination experiment. 

However, an inspection of explanations E1 and E2 shows that modifications to the initial 
situation such as closing the container or moving the wooden rod so that it no longer con- 
nects the ice block and the water will result in discrimination experiments. In the first case, 
both theories will predict that evaporation does not occur. Therefore, theory T ~  will pre- 
dict that the water's temperature remains steady in the modified situation. However, theory 
T ~  2 will continue to predict that the water's temperature is decreasing, since the hypothe- 
sized heat flow is not affected by this modification. Similarly, in the second case, theory 
T~I will continue to predict that the water's temperature is decreasing in the modified situ- 
ation, since moving the wooden rod does not affect evaporation. However, theory T~v~ will 
predict that the water's temperature remains steady, since the heat flow is no longer feasible. 

Consider the problem of discriminating theories T ~  and T~4. Notice that both the 
above experiments fail. The first fails because both theories predict that evaporation does 
not occur in the modified situation and, therefore the water's temperature :remains steady. 
The second fails because moving the wooden rod has no effect on evaporation; both theories 
continue to predict that the water's temperature is decreasing in the modified situation. 
The t~EED method, by analyzing the differences in the two explanations, ,determines that 
modifications to the initial situation such as moving the wooden rod away and closing the 
container result in discrimination experiments for theories T~I and T~2 but not for 
theories T~7r~ and T~4. 

3.2. Operators for modifying explanations 

The supports (leaves) of an explanation are of two types: situational facts and closed-world 
assumptions. The derivation of a prediction, given a set of supports, follows automatically 
from the application of the domain theory and the inference rules. Since these rules are 
invariant, an explanation may be modified only by changing its supports. We define two 
basic operators for modifying them: 

1. De f e a t - $ i t u a t i o n a I - $ u p p o r t (s). This operator removes a specified situational fact, 
s, from the explanation. In the physical situation, this operation corresponds to removing 
the fact along with other associated facts from the situation. Consider explanation E1 
shown in figure 2. It has three situational supports that may be defeated by applying 
this operator: (p ressu re cgo) < sv -0 re s su  re, (exposed clo), and clo. In the physical 
situation, the defeating of these supports corresponds to a) changing the initial condi- 
tion to make the vapor's pressure equal to or greater than the saturation vapor pressure, 
b) closing the container, and c) removing the water in the container and other facts asso- 
ciated with the water (e.g., (exposed clo)). 

2. Augment-¢~/A-Suolaort (¢~/A( q: il . . . .  , in), in+l, Zy~/). This operator modifies a cwa 
support of an explanation. It adds the specified causal relation in+l and constructs an 
explanation justifying it by backward chaining on the rules of the domain theory T.7~,. 
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A new value for q is computed by combining the previous causal relations (specified 
by the cwa) and the newly introduced causal relation. In the physical situation, this opera- 
tion corresponds to adding the objects (configured appropriately) and the initial condi- 
tions that support the newly introduced causal relation. 

Consider the application of the following instance of the operator: 

Augment-CWA-Support(A3, I+ [ (hea t  C/o), ? ra te ] ,  T2.~) 

to the cwa support A 3 of E2 (the relevant fragment of explanation E2 is shown in figure 
3a). Figure 3b shows the addition of the specified influence to the explanation, and the 
change to the cwa. The new value for the water's heat is computed by combining the 
two direct influences to determine the total influence, and by applying inference rules. 
If the rate ? rat  e is selected to equal the rate of the existing heat flow, the water's heat 
will remain steady. 

A supporting explanation for the added influence is constructed by backward chaining 
over the rules of theory T~2. The added influence unifies with a consequent of the heat 
flow rule: 

(I+ (heat ?dst) ?hf-rate), with ?dst = clo. 

Further backward chaining on the antecedents of the heat flow rule leads to a search 
for a physical object and a path that connects the object to clo, and the specification 

(heat clo) = std 

~ e c  I-[(heat dO), h f - r a ~ ] - - ~ l ~  A'3 

I-[(heat clo), hf-rateo] A3 / ?rate=hf4"ate 0 

I+[(heat cl0), ?rate] 
(a) 

(b) 

(heat do) = std 

I-[(heat do),hf-rate d ~ A ' 3  
I+[(haat clo), hf-rate 1] hf-ratel=hf-rateo 

I H2: (connects w-rod I ~ y s o b  Clo) 
(physob s~ee~) \ (path w-rOd1) 

(tamp steel) > (tamp clO) 

Key: 

steel=steel-block 
w-rod I ~-wooden-rodl 

hf-ratel-~ (rate (heat-flow sleel clo wooden-rod1)) 
A3= CWA((heat e/0): I-[(heat elo), hf-rateo]) 
A~= CWA((heat el0): I-[(heat clo), h/-rateo], I+[(heat clo), h/-valel]) 

(o) 

Figure 3. Augmenting the cwa support Aa of explanation E2. a) The relevant fragment of explanation E2 from 
figure 2. b) Adding the specified influence to the explanation. The water's heat, after the addition of the influence, 
remains steady when the rate of the new influence equals that of the existing heat flow. c) Constructing an expla- 
nation to support the added influence. A steel block and a wooden rod connecting the steel block to the water 
in the can are added to the physical situation. The new initial conditions include 1) the temperature of the steel 
block is greater than that of clo, and 2) the rate of the new heat flow instance equals that of the old one. 
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of  an initial  condi t ion  stating that the temperature  of the selected object  be  greater than 

that of  c l  o. To find a physical object  and a path, the system can either search a given 
database or cont inue  backward chaining (e.g., ( p h y s o b  ? o b j  ) can unify with the con- 

sequent  of  the contained- l iquid rule: ( p h y s o b  ?e l  )) .  Figure  3c shows the f inal  sup- 
por t ing explanat ion when  a physical object  and a path (a steel b lock  and a wooden rod 
connect ing  the steel b lock to clo, respectively) are found in the database. 

3.3. T h e  s t e p s  o f  t h e  DEED method 

Table 1 specifies the DEED method for des igning d iscr iminat ion  experiments.  The inputs 

to the method are the two competing theories T:7~ and T ~ ,  the c o m m o n  predict ion q=v l  
for the initial  si tuation, and the two theories '  explanat ions E1 and E2; the outputs are dis- 

cr iminat ion experiments.  Using the operators for modifying explanations, the method modi-  
fies explanat ion E1 to E~, which  cont inues  to support  the predict ion q=v ~, and s imultane-  

ously, modif ies  explanat ions E2 to E~, which  supports a different predict ion q=vz.  

Table I. The DEED method for the design of discrimination experiments. 

Design-Discrimination-Experbnent(TH,, TH2, P:q=v i, El, E2) 

Let  

• ~k be the set of situational fitcts supporting explanation Ek. 
• G ~..'7//~ be the set of closed-world assumptions supporting explanation Eg. 
• Supports(m) be the set of situational facts and closed-world assumptions supporting m, an internal node of 

an explanation. 

1. For each s in ~2 - ¢3] do Apply Defeat-Situat i o n a l - S u p p o r t ( S )  

2. For each cwa(qt: i 1 . . . . .  in) in G~ff/2 do 

Find a causal relation in+ 1 in theory Tj~= that affects ql such that the causal relations il, . . . ,  in, in+ 1 
yield a new value for q 1 

For each such causal relation in+ 1 do 

If there is no cwa(q l :  Jl, "" ",Jm) in O~).~ 1 

then a) Apply Augment-CWA-Support(Cwa(ql: i 1 . . . . .  in), in+l, TEf~) 

else b) Apply Augrnent-CWA-Support(cwa(ql: i], . . . ,  in), in+ l, T~f2) selectively 

3. For each situational support s in Supports(ft-~)--Supports(.7~c~) do 

Apply D e f e a t  - S i  t u a t  i ona  I - S u p p o r t ( S )  

For each affected cwa(q l :  il ,  . . . ,  in) in (~/g)'-~l do 

Find a causal relation in+ ] in theory T2fi ' that affects ql such that the causal relations il, . . ,  in, in+ l 
reestablish the original value of q 1 

For each such causal relation in+ 1 do 

a) Apply Augment-CWA-Support(cwa(ql: i] . . . . .  in), in+l, T.7{,) selectively 

or b) Apply Augment-CWA-Support(cwa(ql: il, . . . ,  in) , in+l, T.~ct) exclusively 
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The simultaneous modification of the two explanations E 1 and E2 to E; and E~ can be 
achieved by modifying explanation E2 to E~ without affecting E1 (so that E[ = E1 continues 
to support the original prediction) by either selecting for modification a support of explana- 
tion E2 that does not appear in E~ (steps 1 and 2a) or selecting a common support but 
performing the modification in such a manner that E1 is not affected (step 2b) (e.g., the 
modification holds only under the conjectured revision -7/2). Alternatively, the modifica- 
tions to E2 may be permitted to affect E~, but the damage to E~ must be repaired so that 
the final E[ supports the original prediction. To prevent the repair to E1 from simultane- 
ously repairing E~ back to E2, either E 1 must be selectively repaired (step 3a) (e.g., the 
repair holds only under the conjectured revision ~7fl) or the method must ensure that 
explanation E2 cannot be rebuilt (step 3b). 

The three steps of the method design independent discrimination experiments. In step 1, 
a situational support s of E2 not common to E~ is defeated. Since the derivation steps based 
on the removed situational support are no longer valid in this modified situation, explana- 
tion E2 is modified to E~, which then supports a new prediction q=v 2 . Defeating the situa- 
tional support s does not affect El, since s does not appear in the explanation; therefore, 
in the modified situation, explanation E~' (= E0 continues to support the prediction q=v 1. 

Consider the application of step 1 to the explanations E1 and E2 of figure 2. A situa- 
tional support of E2 not common to E1 is ( connec t s  w-rod ice clo). The application of 
the oe ~: ea t  - S i t u a t i o na I - Su 0 por t operator to this support results in the removal of 
the support from explanation E2. The modified explanation E~ is shown in figure 4a. Ex- 
planation E~ is not affected by the application of this operator. The modification to the 
physical situation simply involves removing the situational fact from the initial situation 
(e.g., by moving the wooden rod so that it no longer connects the ice block and the water). 

Step 2 modifies the cwa supports of E2. For a closed-world assumption on a quantity 
q 1, the method searches theory T~2 for a causal relation in+ ~ that affects q 1 such that q 1 's 
new value, based upon the combined effect of the previous causal relations and in+~, is 
different from its original value. The method modifies E2 to E~ by augmenting the cwa 
with the causal relation in+~ and constructing the supporting explanation for it. If explana- 
tion E1 does not include a closed-world assumption on q 1, the modifications to E2 will 
not affect it. However, if E 1 also makes a closed-world assumption on q 1, the modifica- 
tions must be performed to selectively affect only E2 by constructing a supporting explana- 
tion for i~+~ that necessarily includes an instance of -Yf2 and, hence, is valid only under 
theory T~2.s 

Consider the application of step 2 to the explanations E 1 and E 3 of figure 2. Suppose 
the cwa support A4 of explanation E3 is selected for modification. To make the amount 
of water remain steady instead of decreasing, A 4 must be augmented with an influence 
of the form I+[ (amt-ofc/0) ,  ? r a t e ]  with a rate ? r a t e  equal to the rate of evaporation. 
Since explanation E~ does not make a closed-world assumption on the amount of clo, the 
Augment-C~/A-Sup0o rt  operator can be applied directly to add this influence. The oper- 
ator, upon searching theory T~2, finds that I + [ ( amt - o f ? d s t ) ,  ? f Iow- r a t e) ] from 
the liquid flow rule unifies with this form with ?dst bound to clo, and constructs an expla- 
nation supporting the influence. Figure 4b shows the modified explanation E,J. Explanation 
E~ is not affected by the modifications. 
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Key: 

flow-farce= (rate (llquid-flow tank tie pipe1)) 
flow-rate~ = (rate (llquid-flow clo ~ank pipe~ ) ) 
A~: CWA((heat c/o):) 
A~= CWA((arnt-of C/o): I-[(amt-of tie), evap-rafeo], I+[(amt-of clo), po~-~,t~0:l) 
A~= CWA((t,=. ~Z0):) 
A~= CWA((a~t-of ~t0):) 
A~= CWA((amt-of el0): I-[(amt-of tie), flow-rate~]) 

Figure 4. a) Explanation E2 is modified by defeating the situational support (connects  w-rod ice clo). Since 
evaporation no longer occurs, the water's heat remains steady, b) To nullify the decrease in the water's amount 
due to evaporation, an inflow of water is established, with a rote equal to that of evaporation. The water's amount 
and, consequently, its temperature, will remain steady, c) Explanation E3 is modified by defeating the situational 
support (exposed clo). Since evaporation no longer occurs, the water's temperature is unaffected and, hence, 
remains steady, d) Explanation E, is affected by the modification to explanation E3 and no longer predicts that 
the water's temperature is decreasing, e) Explanation E4 is repaired by establishing an outflow to decrease the 
water's amount and, hence, its temperature. 

Consider the application of step 2 to the explanations E 1 and E2 of figure 2. Suppose 
the cwa support A 3 of explanation E 2 is selected for modification. To make the water's heat 
remain steady instead of decreasing, A 3 must be augmented with an influence of the form 
I+[ (heat  cl o) , ? rate ]  with a rate ? ra te  equal to the rate of the heat flow. Since expla- 
nation E~ also makes a closed-world assumption on the heat of clo (A1), the Augment- 
CWA-Su poe r t operator must be selectively applied to add this influence. The operator, 
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upon searching theory T~r2, finds that I + [ ( h e a t ? d s t ) , ? h f - r a t e) ] from the heat flow 
rule unifies with this form with ?dst bound to clo, and constructs an explanation support- 
ing the influence. Since the supporting explanation for the added influence includes an 
instance of fir2: ( connec t s  ?path  ?s rc  ? d s t ) ,  namely, ( connec t s  w-rod 1 steel clo), 
the addition of the influence is valid only under theory T~ .  Therefore, explanation E 1 
will not be affected by the modification. Figure 3c shows the relevant portion of the modi- 
fied explanation E~. 

Step 3 defeats a situational support s of the conjectured revision .7f 2 in the explanation 
E2, which does not belong to the situational supports of the conjectured revision LTf 1 in 
the explanation E1.9 As in step 1, the derivation steps based on s are no longer valid in 
the modified situation and, therefore, the modified explanation, E~, shifts to support a new 
prediction. However, explanation E~ will also be affected if it is supported by s. In this 
case, it must be repaired such that, in the modified situation, the repaired explanation, 
E~, continues to support the original prediction. The method identifies the cwas affected 
by the defeating of the situational support s. For each affected cwa, it searches theory T ~  
for a causal relation in+ 1 that affects the quantity q i (on which the cwa was made) such 
that the combination of the causal relations remaining in the closed-world assumption and 
the new causal relation reestablishes q 1 's original value. 

To prevent explanation E 2 from being repaired simultaneously, the repair modifications 
must be performed to selectively affect only E~ by constructing a supporting explanation 
for in+~ that necessarily includes an instance of ~ and, hence, is valid only under theory 
T ~  (step 3a). Alternatively, since defeating the situational support s removed .7-f 2 from 
explanation E2, if the repair modifications on E1 are selected such that .7f2 does not receive 
a supporting explanation under theory T~ ,  the repair will not construct any explanation 
involving .7-f2 and, hence, will not regenerate E2 (step 3b). 1° 

Consider the application of step 3 to the explanations E4 and E3 from figure 2. The situa- 
tional support of T~, is clo, and those of Tyr3 are cl o, (exposed clo), and ( p r e s s u r e  
cg o) < sa tu  ra t  i o n - v a p o r - p r e s s u  re. Suppose the situational support (exposed clo) 
is defeated. Figures 4c and 4d show the modified explanations E~ and E~'. Since defeating 
the situational support affected explanation E4, the damage to E4 must be repaired. The 
only cwa support of explanation E4 affected by the modification is A 4. To reestablish a 
decrease in the water's amount, .44 must be augmented with an influence of the form 
I - [ ( a m t - o f  clo), ? r a t e ]  by applying the Augment-CWA-Support operator. Upon 
searching theory T ~ ,  the operator finds two influences that unify: 

I - [  (amt-of  ?evap- I iq) , ?evap- r a t e )  ] from the evaporation rule with ?evap-liq 
bound to clo 

I - [ ( a m t - o f  ? s r c )  , ? f l o w - r a t e ) ]  from the liquid flow rule with ?src bound 
to cl O. 

Step 3a is not applicable, since neither of these influences can be selectively added to A 4 
of explanation E 4. Step 3b fails for the t-n'st influence, since the construction of a support- 
ing explanation leads to the simultaneous construction of a supporting explanation for an 
instance of d~f3, namely, (temp cl o) O~a+ (amt -of  clo). In fact, the repair results in the 
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regeneration of the original explanations E4 and E 3. Step 3b succeeds for the second influ- 
ence, since a supporting explanation can be constructed by establishing an outflow of water 
without invoking evaporation (and, hence, without constructing a supporting explanation 
for an instance of LTf3). Figure 4e shows the repaired explanation E~. 

3.4. Analysis of the DEED Method 

In general, the two competing theories' explanations of the prediction for the initial situa- 
tion may differ in: a) their situational supports, b) their cwa supports, or c) their internal 
structure. In the first case, step 1 (and, sometimes, step 3) of the method will design dis- 
criminafion experiments and, in the second case, step 2a will design discrimination experi- 
ments. In the third case, step 2b will design discrimination experiments when a cwa-support 
of one explanation can be augmented selectively without affecting the other explanation, 
and step 3 will design discrimination experiments when the supports of the hypotheses 
are different. The method fails to design discrimination experiments when the situational 
supports of the two explanations are identical (step 1 fails), the cwa supports of the two 
explanations are identical (step 2a fails), the situational and cwa supports of the instances 
of the two hypotheses are identical (step 3 fails), and none of the cwa-supports can be aug- 
mented selectively (step 2b fails). 

The explanation modification operators used by the DEED method effect local changes 
to the individual supports of the explanation. Since the operators may introduce undesirable 
interactions or the local changes may not propagate, the global prediction may not change 
as desired. Therefore, the modified situations generated by the DEED method must be tested 
further by checking whether the actual predictions made by the two theories (obtained, 
for example, by simulation) for the modified situation are different. 

For example, consider the application of step 2a of the method to the explanations E1 
and E3 described earlier and illustrated in figure 4b. In this case, the application of the 
Augment-CWA-Support operator to cwa support A 4 of explanation E 3 resulted in the 
design of a discrimination experiment in which an inflow of water into the can was estab- 
lished to produce an increase in the water's amount to cancel the decrease due to evapora- 
tion. Although locally the application of the operator resulted in the water's amount re- 
maining steady, if the temperature of the water entering the can is much less than that of 
the water already in the can, then, due to heat transfer, the water's temperature may con- 
tinue to decrease, instead of remaining steady as desired, n In this case, the introduction 
of an inflow to keep the water's amount steady (the desired local change) affected the water's 
temperature (the global prediction) through alternative means (heat flow), thereby nullify- 
ing the experiment. 

Theories with many differences pose several problems for the DEED method: firstly, the 
applicability of step 3 is restricted because the situational support to be defeated must be 
common to all the instances of all the differences; secondly, applying the Augment -CWA- 

S u p po r t operator selectively or exclusively becomes more complicated, since there are 
many more alternative explanations to be checked; and, finally, more of the designed ex- 
periments can be expected to fail, since there will be many more undesirable non-local 
interactions. 
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3.5. The design of experiments to discriminate between theories T~ amd Ty~2 

We step through the DEED method to illustrate how it designs experiments to discriminate 
between the two theories. The explanations Et and E2 for the prediction that the water's 
temperature is decreasing in the situation shown in figure 1B are shown in figure 2. In 
step 1, the system finds four situational supports of explanation E2 that are not common 
to explanation El: (temp clo) > (temp ice), ( connec t s  ice clo w-rod), (path w-rod), 
and physob ice). The application of the D e f e a t - S i t u a t  i onal -Support  operator to 
each of these situational supports results in the design of four discrimination experiments, 
in which 1) the water's initial temperature is equal to or less than that of the ice block; 
2) the ice block and the contained water are not connected (figure 5a~Z); 3) the wooden 
rod is removed; and 4) the ice block is removed. In each of these modified situations, theory 
T~2 predicts that the water's temperature will remain steady (since a heat flow from the 
water to the ice block no longer occurs), while theory. T~, continues to predict that it will 
be decreasing (since the water continues to evaporate). 

In step 2, the method examines the two cwa supports of explanation E2: 

A 3 = C W A ( ( h e a t  c/0): I - [ ( h e a t  clo), hf-rateo]) and 

A 2 = C W A ( ( t e m p  c /0 ) :  ( t e m p  cl o) O~Q+ ( h e a t  clo)). 

The application of the Augment-CWA-Suppo rt  selectively to the cwa support A 3 results 
in the design of an experiment in which, in order to cancel the effect of the heat flow from 

Wooden Rod 

(a) (b) 

Water Tank 
Steel Cover 

Water Tank 
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Experiments to discriminate between the different pairs of theories, a) Ty4,, Ty/2: In the modified situa- 
tion, the path connecting the contained water and the ice block is broken by moving the wooden rod away. b) Ty4,, 
Ty/2: A second heat flow instance is introduced to cancel the effect of the first heat flow instance on the heat 
of the contained water, c) Ty4,. T ~ .  An inflow of water into the can is established to cancel the effect of evapora- 
tion on the amount of the contained water, d) Ty6, T_7/~. The contained water is sealed with a steel cover and 
an outflow of water into a tank is established to decrease the amount of the contained water. 
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the water in the can to the ice block, a new heat flow is established by adding a hot steel 
block connected by a wooden rod such that its rate is exactly equal to that of the existing 
heat flow. Figure 5b illustrates the designed experiment. The method fails to construct dis- 
crimination experiments with the second cwa-support A2 of explanation E2, since it can- 
not find a suitable causal relation affecting the temperature of the contained water in 
theory T~2. 

In step 3, the method examines the situational supports of ~7f2 in explanation E2: (con-  
n e c t s  ice clo w-rod). Since this situational support does not appear in explanation El, 
the designed experiment degenerates to the one designed in step 1 in which the path con- 
necdon is broken (figure 5a). 

3.6. The design of experiments to discriminate between theories T~ and T~3 

The explanations E1 and E 3 for the prediction that the water's temperature is decreasing 
are shown in figure 2. Step 1 of the method fails, since all the situational supports of expla- 
nation E3 are common to explanation El. In step 2, the method examines the two cwa sup- 
ports of explanation E3: 

A 4 = CWA( (amt -o f  cl O) : I - [  ( am t -o f  cl O) , evap-rateo] ) and 

A 5 = CWA(( temp C0): ( t emp  c 0) ~Q+ ( a m t - o f  c 0 ) ) .  

The application of the A u gme n t -  CWA-Su p p o r t operator to the cwa support A 4 results in 
the design of an experiment in which, in order to cancel the effect of evaporation on the 
water's amount, an inflow of water from a tank is set up such that the rate of the inflow 
is exactly equal to the rate of evaporation (figure 5c). In this modified situation, theory 
T ~  predicts that the water's amount and, hence, its temperature will remain steady, while 
theory T~3 continues to predict that the water's temperature will be decreasing. For the 
second cwa-support A 5, the method fails to construct a discrimination experiment, since 
it cannot selectively add to explanation E 3 the only suitable causal relation, namely, ( t  emp 
?cl ) ~a+  (hea t  ?cl ) from the contained-liquid rule with ?c I bound to clo. Step 3 of 
the method also fails, since all the situational supports of .7-f3: (temp clo) O:a+ (amt -o f  
clo)) are common to the supports of ~ 1 :  ( I - ( h e a t  clo) evap-rateo). 

3.7. The design of  experiments to discriminate between theories T~, and T ~  3 

The explanations E 4 and E3 for the prediction that the water's temperature is decreasing 
are shown in figure 2. Step 1 of the method fails, since all the situational supports of expla- 
nation E 3 are common to explanation E4. Step 2 also fails, since all of the suitable causal 
relations for augmenting the two cwa supports of explanation E3, A 4 and ,A 5, cannot be 
established selectively as required. In Step 3, the method finds two situational supports 
of -7/3 in E 3 that are not common to the supports ~ in E4: (exposed  cl o) and (p t e s s  
cgo) < s v - p  t e s s .  Consider defeating the first one, for example, by placing a steel cover 
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on the water's surface. 13 The removal of this situational fact affects the cwa-support A 4 of 
explanation E4, and it must be augmented to reestablish the decrease to the amount of the 
contained water. A water outflow to a tank is set up to cause the water's amount to decrease. 
Figure 5d illustrates the designed experiment. 

4. Discussion 

Rajamoney's (1989) COAST system also designs experiments to discriminate between com- 
peting theories. It uses three strategies: elaboration, which proposes experiments for easily 
observable quantities; discrimination, which proposes experiments by checking whether 
the two theories make different predictions in a given situation; and transformation, which 
transforms a given situation into one in which the discrimination strategy works. The DEED 
method described in this article corresponds most closely to the transformation strategy 
used by COAST. COAST's transformation strategy uses heuristic rules to modify the given 
situation. The DEED method, on the other hand, examines the differences in the explanations 
constructed by the two theories to modify the given situation. The DEED method is more 
general and, since the design of experiments is guided by the explanations, better focused. 

Kulkarni and Simon's (1990) KEKADA system also proposes scientific experiments. To 
design experiments, the system applies general heuristics such as "focus on a surprising 
phenomenon," "try to magnify a surprising phenomenon," "break up a complex surprising 
phenomenon into its parts," and "determine the scope of a surprising phenomenon." These 
heuristics are particularly useful in the design of systematic experiments to investigate poorly 
understood phenomena, especially ones for which no developed theory exists. In contrast, 
the DEED method uses the differences in the explanations instead of heuristics to propose 
experiments. Our method makes extensive use of domain theories in the design of experi- 
ments (for example, to fmd suitable causal relations and construct supporting explanations); 
therefore, it is applicable primarily to developed theories of well-understood domains. 

The BACON system (Langley et al., 1986) designs experiments to collect data for the 
empirical discovery of laws by systematically varying independent variables. ~ytkow's (1987) 
FAHRENHEIT system designs experiments to determine the scope of these empirically 
discovered laws. It selectively gathers data by systematically varying independent variables 
until it finds an emprically justified law. Both systems are primarily data-driven and, there- 
fore, tend to explore the domain with a large number of experiments before converging 
to a law. In constrast, our DEED method is knowledge-intensive: using the explanations 
and domain theories, it can determine which features of a situation are important, and how 
they should be modified. Accordingly, it generates very few experiments. 

Cheng (1991) describes a model for experimentation in scientific discovery that includes 
finding an appropriate paradigm, setting up the experiment, and conducting the test. His 
system searches the experiment space with control strategies that include rules for selecting 
profitable paradigms and eliminating simple or irrelevant combinations of experimental 
setups. The system emphasizes the design of experiments to confirm or disconfirm an indi- 
vidual theory or hypothesis. Cheng's system may explore a large portion of the experiment 
space, depending on how well the heuristic control strategies work. In contrast, by focusing 
on the differences between the two competing theories, our DEED method can guide the 
search into a much smaller portion of the experiment space. 
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The PRODIGY system (Minton et al., 1987), a general-purpose planner with STRIPS- 
like operators, also incorporates a subsystem (Carbonell & Gil, 1987) that proposes experi- 
ments to refine an incorrect domain theory. On encountering one of three types of plan 
failures--precondition violation, operator application failure, or failed postcondition--the 
system designs experiments to find the culprit operator by systematically searching the exe- 
cution history of the faulty plan to determine when a precondition was destroyed, or to 
identify the preconditions and postconditions to be added to an operator by systematically 
searching the different intermediate world descriptions between the present failure and pre- 
vious successful applications. The two methods are similar in that the design of experiments 
is guided by a differential analysis--the DEED method analyzes the explanations, and the 
PRODIGY system analyzes the failed and successful plan execution traces. However, the 
PRGDIGY system uses experiments to determine how an incorrect theory must be refined. 
For example, it designs and conducts experiments to find a faulty operator in a failed plan 
and, upon finding one, modifies it appropriately (e.g., by adding the missing precondition). 
In contrast, the DEED method uses a given set of revised theories to determine how a given 
situation must be modified to construct a discrimination experiment. 

Based on earlier work on modeling discovery in humans by Shrager and Klahr (1986, 
1987), Klahr et al. (1990) performed psychological experiments in which students were 
asked to figure out a particular command in a program to control a robot tank (called BIG 
TRAK). They found that the students could explore large experiment spaces efficiently, 
and some of the heuristics they appeared to be using were as follows: design experiments 
as different from one another as possible, focus on an aspect of a complex hypothesis, 
exploit surprises, and decide to validate or discriminate (from rival hypotheses) a hypothesis 
based upon its likelihood. While their study is broader than ours in scope, some of the 
experiment-design heuristics are relevant to our research. In particular, in extending our 
method to include strategies for designing validation and crucial experiments, the last heu- 
ristic would provide a control mechanism for selecting an appropriate design strategy for 
a given hypothesis. 

In summary, we described a method for designing experiments to discrirnanate between 
two competing theories. The method exploited the differences in the explanations constructed 
by the competing theories to focus its search of the experiment space. Apart from the ex- 
amples described in this article, the DEED method has been used to design experiments 
to discriminate between several other pairs of qualitative theories including theories of com- 
bustion, chemical reactions, osmosis, fluid flow, boiling, and dissolving. 

Experimentation is a complex scientific activity that includes the design of experiments, 
the physical construction of the experimental setup, the control of auxiliary parameters 
within prescribed bounds, the design of suitable measuring devices, and the recording and 
analysis of measurements. This article addressed only the generation of a design specifica- 
tion for an experiment. Some of the limitations of the method include the inability to use 
quantitative information, the assumption of a small set of mutually exclusive values for 
a parameter ( i n c, dec, s t d), the inability to cope with non-local interactions of operators, 
and the inability to discriminate between theories that construct very similar or very dif- 
ferent explanations. We expect future research to address many of these limitations. 
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N o ~ s  

1. We assume that these different predictions are separable, that is, a measurement can distinguish them. We 
do not address issues such as noise, measurement accuracy and precision, and the feasibility of measurements; 
though these issues are important, our emphasis is on developing a basic method for the design of dicrimina- 
tion experiments. 

2. In this article, we describe only the bare essentials of QP theory that is needed to explain the experiment 
design method. 

3. Qualitative representations of physical domains have been extensively used by researchers in machine learning 
and discovery (e.g., Nordhausen & Langley, 1987; Falkenhainer, 1989; Rajamoney, 1989; Karp, 1989; O'Rorke, 
1990; Falkenhainer & Rajamoney, 1989; Doyle, 1986). 

4. '~,mount-of" and "heat" are naive representations of the more complex notions of "mass" and "heat energy." 
5. We simplify the explanation figures by omitting some details such as evap-rate o > O. 
6. In the text and figures, we abbreviate (eL water can) to cl O, (¢Gwater can) tO cg O, ice-blockto ice, (heat- 

f low (eL water can) ice wooden-rod) to hfo , ( ra te  (heat- f low (CL water can) ice wooden-rod) ) to hf-rateo, 
(evaporat ion (Cl_ water can) ) to evapo, ( rat e (evaporat ion (CL water can) ) ) to evap-rateo, wooden-rod 
to w-rod, amount-of t~ amt-of ,  pressure to press, sa tura t  ion-vapor-pressu re to sv-press, increas- 

ing to inc, decreasing to dec, and steady to std. 

7. Explanations E 3 and E 4 have been simplified by removing the qualitative proportionality relating the temper- 
ature of the water to its heat, since, according to theories T_7~3and Ts~ 4, the water's heat is constant for the 
given situation. 

8. We assume that the hypotheses ~ and ~ are mutually exclusive. 
9. If there are several instances of ff-~, a situational support common to all of them is selected. 

10. Notice that E 2 must necessarily involve .~7~, since, otherwise, both theories will construct identical explanations. 
11. Note, however, that the fluid theory described in figure 1A does not consider the thermal consequences of 

liquid flow. 
12. The figures are for illustrative purposes only. The system actually generates specifications of experimental 

situations such as the one shown in figure 1C. 
13. The removal of the other support is handled in a similar fashion. 
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